
Firms exchange more than 16 million insurance policy records daily using large data batch files and multiple proprietary 
feeds. Managing so many policies, in so many places, throughout the entire lifecycle of insurance products can become  
time-consuming, challenging and risky. Firms can use an alternative, centralized platform, DTCC’s Insurance Information 

Exchange (IIEX), to securely source, consume and transact data for all insurance product types.

There are many advantages to implementing IIEX, a centralized, data exchange platform,  
in the insurance and retirement industry. Here are some major benefits to consider:

Creates Time Efficiencies
IIEX reduces the need to exchange data via multiple 
methods and provides the user with the ability to quickly 
access the latest or recognize missing data.

Allows for Focus Shifts
Teams with access to IIEX can reduce their inquiry phone calls, leaving 
more time to focus on client relationships, up-selling and new sales.

Promotes Data-Driven Decisions
Firms using IIEX can make holistic,  

data-driven decisions using latest data, identified 
missing data components, data analytics, APIs 

and more.

Supports Risk Mitigation
IIEX’s one, secure location for standardized 

data that is PII masked by default, supports risk 
mitigation while still allowing for permissioning 

options defined by user.

Ability to Quickly Expand Business
Firms can quickly expand business using IIEX in different departments 
across the firm with unlimited users and self-managed administration.

Interested in learning more about DTCC’s Insurance Information Exchange? 
Visit www.dtcc.com/IIEX, contact your relationship manager or fill out our Contact Us form.
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